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ADH in chromosome substitution lines, 51-
57

age-structured populations, 291-297
alien DNA in wheat, detection of by

chromosome engineering, 439-455
allelic mutant sites, recombination between,

405-425
anthocyanidin synthesis, 127-132

backcross and F2 families, use of, for
telocentric mapping in wheat, 59-66

chemical carcinogens, action of, 329
chiasma localisation and incomplete pairing,

385-396
chiasmatype hypothesis, 305-308
chromosome breakage, 153-157

pairing arid chiasma localisation, 385-396
translocation, and DNA, 325

crossing-over and chiasma formation, rela-
tion between, 305-308

cyanogenesis in lotus, 189-206

detection of alien DNA in wheat, 439-455
differential predation, analysis of, 315-316
DNA damage by chemical mutagens, 333

interaction and chromosomal aberration,
334

environment, sensitivity to, in .Aticoliana,
363-369

estimating gene numbers by genotype assay,
387-403

evolution of isolation in dines, 371-384

female mating preferences, 42 7-438
sterility in Drosophila, 207-223

fibrillar material in wheat microsporocytes,
326

frog species, hybrid zone between, 13-25

gene expression, mode of controlling, 335
frequencies, analysis of, in frogs, 339-348

genes, dwarfing in wheat, 67-70
structural, in diploid species, stability of,

159-163
genetic analysis of head mutation in

Drosophila, 328
of hordeins in barley, 463-466

of settling behaviour, 1-12
genetic change in neoplasia, 337

distance in evolutionary phylads, 225-237
linkage in pitch pine, 309-314

genetic control of gene conversion in
Ascobolus, 331

immune response in mice, 327
pigmentation, 127-132
self incompatibility in Gasteria, 165-

169
in Papaver, 239-253

genetic instabilities and transposable ele-
ments, 337

studies in Duchenne muscular dystrophy,
325

variation of Herpes simplex virus, 332
genetical polymorphisms and starch gel

electrophoresis, 41-42
relationships in wheat, 133-151
response to natural selection, 39-50
variation for enzyme activity, 51-57

genetics of coxal chaetae, 71-96
genomic relationship of Senecio Squdidus and

S. Vulgaris, 459-462
genotype assay for estimating gene numbers,

387-403

human trigeminal ganglion explants, 332
hybrid zone between frog species, 13-25

inbred lines, predicting recombinant, 349-
361

induced continuous variation, 255-268
inheritance of polymorphic isoenzymes in

pitch pine, 27-32
intraspecific divergence in Australian frogs,

339-348

linkage studies in mosquito, 457-458
unambiguous test for, 171-173

mapping of wheat dwarfing genes, 67-70
mating behaviour, model of, 427-438
megagametophyte analysis of genetic linkage,

309-314
mitochondral instability in Saccharomyces, 330
mutagenesis by insertion of transposon 7, 328
mutation in aspergillus, 330

in Coprinus, 331
in Eurkaryotic microbes, 335

mutation, induced in bacteria, 334
in mouse spermatogonial stem cells, 336
in the mouse, 326
of drug resistant phenotypes in mam-

malian cells, 336
research (review of), 177-187

mutator effects of E. coli, 328-329
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nuclear DNA and number of structural
genes, 159-163

plasmid of E. coli, 329
polymorphism in Ladybirds, 269-280

in pitchpine, 27-32
power of the twin study, 97-116
precursors and genetic control of pigmenta-

tion, 127-132
predicting recombinant inbred lines, 349-

361
protoplast fusion in streptcnnycos, 330

reactivity levels in relation to female sterility
in Drosophila, 207-223

relation ofheiglst and yield in wheat, 133-151
reproductive isolation in clinical popula-

tion, evolution of, 371-384

segregation of flax genotroph isozymes, 281-
290

selection in varied environments, 39-50
self-incompatibility in Gasteria, 165-169

in Papaver, 239-253
sensitivity to environment, in J'iicotiana, 363-

369

settling behaviour of a polychaete, 1-12
sex-linked genes, 291-297
site interaction in allelic recombination,

405-425
sterility system in sibling species crosses in the

mosquito, 327
telocentric mapping in wheat, 59-66
temporal control in Herpes simplex virus,

332

test, unambiguous, for gene linkage, 1 71-173
testing inbred lines, 117-125
transcription, model of, 333

reactivation of, 331
in Xenopus nuclei, 331

translocation heterozygosity in viscum, 33-38
twins, use of in study of continuous variation,

97-1 16

variation in gene action in Drosophila, 71-96
variation in pure-breeding lines following

selfing, 2 55-268

white ivory, genetic nature of; in Drosophila,
299-303

y-chromosome, effects of in mice, 326
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